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NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 One of the Seven

Sisters
7 Downloadable

progs
11 NYC arena
14 Nation of Roma
15 Names
16 President’s financial

grp.
17 Broad in scope
20 Perfect place
21 Outside the lines
22 Secret plan
25 Opposite of ‘neath
26 Writer LeShan
28 The whole bunch
34 Wave top
35 Small boat
36 Spanish hero, El __

Campeador
37 Rolodex info
38 Rust bucket
41 Scand. country
42 License plate
43 Words at the altar
44 First Arabic letter
46 21st-century

President
48 The whole

enchilada
52 Balin or Claire
53 Wallach or Manning
54 Alejandro and

Fernando
55 Mother of Horus
58 Porter
60 Real profit
66 Heart of a

hurricane

67 Very finely
sharpened

68 Off guard

69 __-o’-shanter
70 Deputy of cartoons
71 Goes by

DOWN
1 By way of
2 Ocean off NC
3 “Rebel without a

Cause” co-star
Mineo

4 Hammer and Spade
5 Isn’t incorrect?
6 Omnivorous

nocturnal mammal
7 Esteemed
8 Post-larval stage
9 Earl Anthony’s org.

10 Old draft org.
11 DLI doubled
12 Fax button
13 Type of plum
18 Pundit’s pg.
19 Swing to and fro
22 Jam thickener
23 Texas border

town
24 New World

nocturnal wildcat

26 Son of Eliel
Saarinen

27 Plant fungus
29 Reach
30 Harry __ Zell
31 Eight-note stretch
32 Capital of Niger
33 Mystery writers’

awards
39 Radius’s comrade-

in-arms?
40 Large-scale
45 Running away
47 Takes up as one’s

own
49 H.S. subject
50 Enthusiastic vigor
51 Ignite
55 Skeptic’s retort
56 Forage crop
57 Newspaper tidbit
58 Muffed
59 Sicilian volcano
61 Signed off on
62 __ culpa
63 Prof.’s helpers
64 Live and breathe
65 Fleur-de-__
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Give and take

The jury is still out on saw palmetto
Dear Dr. Roach: I read in

your column recently that you
suggested saw palmetto to a
male reader who was having
difficulty with his blood pres-
sure dropping due to medi-
cations prescribed for his
enlarged prostate. That was
causing frequent trips to the
bathroom and a weak urine
stream.

I have read a number of
articles, both pro and con,
about the effectiveness of saw
palmetto for enlarged pros-
tate.

Further, there is the ques-
tion of the consistency of
over-the-counter supplements
and whether they actually
contain the ingredients in the
amounts listed.

Could you please offer some
insight as to the effectiveness
of saw palmetto for enlarged
prostate, either from experi-
ence with patients or from
actual research?

Also, is there any good
way to determine which

brands of supplements
are more likely to contain
the ingredients as labeled?
— A.R.

I believe I noted that the
studies were conflicting; some
studies show a benefit over
placebo, but others — includ-
ing a National Institutes of
Health-funded study (not
drug company-funded) and
one from a respected group
(the Cochrane collaborative),
which was an evaluation of
multiple studies — showed no
benefit over placebo.

As you note, there is a high
degree of variability of the
active ingredients in saw
palmetto from one brand to
another.

I am very cautious about
recommending a particu-
lar brand. A 2004 study from
UCLA showed tremendous

variation between brands
(which were not disclosed).
A 2011 study in JAMA used
a German product, but the
study showed no benefit over
placebo.

A 2006 study in the New
England Journal of Medicine
used a proprietary blend,
which also showed no benefit
over placebo.

Despite my best efforts, I
cannot recommend any par-
ticular brand that is available
in North America.

The booklet on the prostate
gland discusses enlargement
and cancer. Readers can obtain
a copy by writing: Dr. Roach
Book No. 1001, 628 Virginia
Dr., Orlando, FL 32803.

Enclose a check or money
order (no cash) for $4.75 U.S./$6
Can. with the recipient’s
printed name and address.
Please allow four weeks for
delivery.

Dear Dr. Roach: My blood
pressure is controlled with

meds. My husband has seri-
ous psoriasis.

Is a hot tub safe for us?
— M.F.

The use of a hot tub by
someone with well-controlled
hypertension is generally con-
sidered safe.

A hot tub (or sauna) causes
blood vessels in the skin to
dilate (enlarge), which can
cause a small drop in blood
pressure.

If the blood pressure is
excessively controlled, this
can cause some lightheaded-
ness.

However, a brief time (10
minutes) in a hot tub caused
no problem in a group of
hypertensive people who were
well-treated.

For psoriasis, the use of a
hot tub helps some people and
makes other people have more
flare-ups.

It can be excessively drying
to the skin, so moisturizing
afterward is a good idea.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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